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******************************************************************************************** BIG’s News Letter 2006_02 (English Version) ******************************************************************************************** Introduction: Well, time flies doesn’t it? This is already the 2nd newsletter and 4 months of this year have already gone by. The good thing about that is that the weather is finally improving! Yes, summer is coming and temperatures are definitely better for cycling now. And that’s not all, the change to daylight saving time allows us to cycle in the evenings now too. Have you already been out there and added some BIGs claims to your personal list? Well, some of us have and you can find information about that in this newsletter. Have fun reading and don’t forget to enjoy the spring season. Chapters of this newsletter 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10.



BIG news. BIG Rules ! About a BIG. GPS manager’s info. Regional Rendezvous’. www.cyclingcols.com Passacol. BIG Jerseys. Conclusion. Translation links.



******************************************************************************************** 1. BIG news. It’s good to see the amount of news that I can present every time in the newsletter. It shows how alive our club is. a) Analysis is ongoing of the present listing of Germany, Ukrania and zone 11 to see if eventuallly special rights can be given to reorganize them differently. Note though that it is just an analysis and not a wishing goal (http://danielgobert.free.fr/changes/suggest.htm). b) Our president has been away for a weekend to Bretagne (Brittany/Bretons/Breizh). He conquered 10 BIGs in just 1 weekend. Maybe a good suggestion to increase your rating in a short time ☺ ? You can read more about it, including a map and details on the individual BIGs, on: http://danielgobert.free.fr/bretagne/bretagne.htm. c)



Please feel free to inform us about incorrect names or data that you may have encountered in the Passacol. We are always keen to update our database so it’s in top shape for members to use. The following errors have been found: •



Faulty BIG names (Info via D. Gobert): Nr 205 : Roc de Toullaëron --> Col de Toullaëron (266m) Nr 619 : Saga-Alm --> Sagalm, too high in fact. Right name soon ! Nr 664 : Grubberg (840m) --> Grubberg Pass (746m)



•



d)



Faulty 2nd names of BIGs (Info H. Dekkers) Côte de Wanne(W2), 2nd name "Rue du Lavaux" instead of “Côte de Neuville” Côte de Wanne(W1), 2nd name “Côte de Neuville” instead of “Côte de Spineux” Côte de Wanne(S), 2nd name “Côte de Spineux “ instead of “Rue du Lavaux” And our president is not the only one who has been traveling. We have also received traveling information from Eric Lucas who has been to: • • •



Corsica (France)-2/2006 http://membres.lycos.fr/sommets/Corsica2006/Corsica2006Carte10BIGs.htm Ticino (Swiss)-8/2005 http://membres.lycos.fr/sommets/Lugano2005/Lugano2006.htm Lombardy (Italy)-8/2005 http://membres.lycos.fr/sommets/Lugano2005/Lugano2006.htm



Thanks Eric for this valuable contribution ! As you know, you are always welcome to send us information on BIGs or links to webpages that you as member have created and that contain BIG information. e)



Michiel Van Lonkhuyzen has added a new menu item "BIG" to his excellent webpage: http://www.cyclingcols.com/. This item shows the complete BIG list region by region and you can click to the profiles if they are available . In the Col lists of the "Cols" menu he has added the BIG number if that Col is on the BIG list. Text will be added in the future to explain about the BIG challenge because not everyone is familiar with it.



f)



The challenge BIG has also created a summary page presenting all the links to individual precise descriptions of many BIG's climbs. A real treasure box that I can recommend to all: http://dominiquethirifays.free.fr/schemasdubig/schemas.htm



g)



Our Hungarian members, Gabór Györgyi and Gabór Kreicsi who organize the Hungarian rendezvous in June or July (date not yet fixed) have a webpage with a lot of information on this rendezvous: http://www.gyorgyigabor.hu/2006_BIG_Hungary.html.



h)



The online maps (almost topographic maps) of the BIG's zones have been updated. The old links to Italy and Denmark weren't good any longer and now, it's ok. The Icelandic map is easier to use than before and with good definition. To be visited ! http://danielgobert.free.fr/cartes-ign-europe.htm



i)



Luc Oteman presented us: “Just published (April 2006) at Altigraph, the French editor of the famous Atlas des Cols de...: Atlas des Cols du Jura (France et Suisse). Detailed profiles of 52 passes and mountains in the French and Suisse Jura. Amongst the 52 passes and mountains, 10 BIG's are described: BIG number 234 235 238 526 527 528 529 530 531 532



BIG name Mont Morond Mont d'Or Col de la Faucille La Barilette Col de la Givrine Col du Marchairuz Mont Tendre Col de L'Aiguillon Vue des Alpes Le Chasseral



This Atlas can be ordered for 19,95 Euro (excl. porto) by sending an e-mail with name and adress to mailto:[email protected] directly in the webshop of http://www.fietsgidsen.nl (see under “cols en Bergen”) j)



And last but not least the BIG has been highlighted by a Dutch newspaper. Our reviews' editors Martin Kool & Hans Koedijker were visited by a Dutch journalist. You can have a look to this newspaper's article and to some previous ones about the BIG in Belgium, France and Italy on: http://danielgobert.free.fr/presse.htm. I did not know that we had so much media attention, did you ?



k)



About passes, too, Jerry Nilson informed me that he has updated his webpage that contains a list of the highest cyclable passes in the Alps: http://www.eyeless.org/alpspass/. It’s a nice page with a lot of information. Good work Jerry !



The above news is of course also accessible on: http://users.swing.be/danielgobert/actu2006.htm 2. BIG Rules ! As I have this time really run out of BIG rules that I though worthwhile highlighting to you I have chosen a slightly but related topic. It’s a topic that is still under discussion and always will be I guess. Are you getting curious now ? That’s good, read on. It’s about the method that is used to compare the different climbs. The BIG uses so-called Europoints to give an indication on the difficulty of a climb. But what are Europoints exactly and how do we calculate them ? Well, to be able to calculate the amounts of Europoints for a climb, we’ll take the square of the gradient per kilometre and finally add the length (also in km) times 5 to that. Let’s take l’Alpe d’Huez as an example. Here is the information for l’Alpe d’Huez that we need taken from the Passacol: • •



Gradients per kilometre: 2%, 10%, 10%, 8%, 8%, 8%, 8%, 9%, 8%, 7%, 8%, 9%, 8%, 6%. Length: 13 kilometre



The Europoints for l’Alpe d’Huez: 22+102+102+82+82+82+82+92+82+72+82+92+82+6%+5*13 or 4+100+100+64+64+64+64+81+64+49+64+81+68+36+65 = 964 This is of course regardless of the fact if the method Europoints is the best method to use. There are methods that are more simple like for instance the method described in the Dutch magazine “Fiets” (“Bicycle”). Here the square is taken of the difference of height is taken and dived by the length (in meters) times 10. Let’s take l’Alpe d’Huez again as an example. Here is the information for l’Alpe d’Huez that we need taken from the Passacol: • •



Height difference: 1143m Length: 13000 meter.



The indication for l’Alpe d’Huez from “Fiets” would be 11432 / 10*13000 = 10.04. It’s easier to calculate but also less accurate of course. There are also more complex calculations that also give a better indication. Such a calculation is for instance the Cotacol calculation for instance. An interesting note is that this calculation method was created by our very own President ! But as stated above no calculation is perfect and the discussion what is the best method to use will continue. As well as people who will develop new calculation methods.



Well, I know this part will definitely not appeal to all members but I’m sure that some members like this kind of information, like I do. It’s how I got more involved with the BIG in the first place ☺. More information on different calculation methods can be found on the Internet of course but the BIG also has a page on this. Are you surprised about that ? Well, it’s not easy to find as it will not be of interest to most of the members but here is the link: http://users.swing.be/sw202779/autre/calcul.html 3. About a BIG. As you know, we are still heading towards the East. This time I’ll describe a BIG in Croatia. It’s BIG 882: Sjleme that is located on the edge of the capital city of Croatia: Zagreb. For those who are willing to extend our journey towards the east then I would like to ask your help. As you may have guessed, I write about BIGs that I have cycled myself and as I have not been farther into the Eastern parts of Europe I need input from you on eastern BIGs. Just a one page story on the BIG, interesting information in the area where the BIG is located. Well you should know the format more or less by now. Any input is welcome. If I do not receive input then we’ll head back to the west. It’s up to you ! About Sljeme. Well, as stated it’s located at the northern edge of Zagreb. And though most of you are more interested in the climb then in Zagreb I still would like to spend a few words on Zagreb. This as it has a beautiful old center:



Zagreb Cathedral



St. Marks’ church



The stone Gate.



Zagreb’s National Theatre



Main square Zagreb.



And you can spend a few nice days visiting the old center or go out and take a dive in the Jarun lake that is surrounded by small bars and restaurants. In other words, your family does not have to sit still while you are enjoying the climb. But let’s get back to business: the climb. I’ll start from Zagreb of course so we’ll start with the southern ascent. The road to the summit is a one-way road so take the correct one as the SW side is only for descending ! The mountain to climb is not called Sljeme but Medvednica. Medvednica can be translated as bear (Medved) mountain but don’t fear, there are no bears that live on the mountain. So why do we call this climb Sljeme ? Well, that’s due to the fact that top at 1033m is called Sljeme and that’s where we are heading for of course. It’s not a very tough climb I would say. Only 5.6% on average with a maximum gradient of 10%. But the road does have nice hairpins, goes through a forest and if the weather permits it offers some nice views on Zagreb too.



The climb to the top feels a lot longer due to the fact that the forest seems to open up at places and you may think that the top is near. But then you’ll turn another corner and the climb continues. When you’ve reached the summit then cycle on a bit until you see a small restaurant on your right hand side called: Puntijarka. Here you can have a rest and a drink/ Or change so after the climb you can visit the medieval castle of Medvedgrad. It is situated on the southwest slope of Medvednica mountain. I can definitely recommend the southern ascent as it is tougher and more beautiful then the northern ascent. But it’s up to you of course ! 4. GPS Manager’s info. Well, in the last newsletter I mentioned our official GPS manager: Fred Martin (mailto:[email protected]) And Fred has BIG ideas about GPS information he informed me about. He’s working on gathering GPS waypoints that would make it possible to locate the foot of summit of each BIG. I want to wish Fred good luck with this challenging job and I’ll keep you informed on the progress of course. 5. Regional Rendezvous’. a)



Well, in the last newsletter I highlighted the regional Rendezvous that will take place in Luxembourg on the 6th and 7th of May. By now the following people have already registered: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 16.



Marc Desender Marc Peeters Jean-Luc Matte Jean-Pierre Adam Wim van Els Juris Martins Dominique Sobczak Michel Ménard Coen Schillemans Axel Jansen Walter Gielen Luc Willem Raphaël Coucke Christian Le Corre Karl Brenner Claudia Sommer



(Saturday &Sunday) (Saturday &Sunday) (Saturday &Sunday) (Saturday &Sunday) (Saturday &Sunday) (Saturday) (Saturday) (Saturday) (Saturday) (Saturday) (Saturday) (Saturday) (Saturday) (Sunday) (Sunday) (Sunday)



b)



This time I’ll spend a few words on the regional rendezvous that is planned for 30th of June and the 1st and 2nd of July. The regional rendezvous in Hungary (Arrival by air at Budapest or Salgótarján) that is. Here is an overview of the program that is planned: 30th of June:



Arrival to Budapest and then to travel to Salgótarján. If it fits into that day, we can cycle up to BIG 850: Dobogóko (35 km’s from Budapest) and back. (Arrival to Salgótarján is available also by train)



BIG 850: Dobogóko 1st of July:



Two versions for cycling: 1. A Long trip (132 km) that covers BIG 854: Bánkút ski-house and BIG 853: Várhegy 2. A short trip (46 km + by car to the feet of the climb) only BIG 854: Bánkút.



BIG 854: Bánkút



BIG 853: Várhegy



2nd of July



Again two options for cycling, but there is not too much difference between them: 1. A long trip that covers BIG 851: Galyatető and BIG 852: Kékestető. 2. A short trip where participants can choose which one to climb (82-108 km). In the evening: travel back to Budapest.



Picture from the slope of Galyatető towards the next peak, the Kékestető The accommodation for this rendezvous: • •



In Salgótarján in motels (during organizing) as planned: BAZALT PANSION: price: ca. 12-20 EUR / person. Or MEDVES HOTEL: price: for 2 nights with 2 breakfast and 2 supper : 54 EUR



It’s a very rare occasion to ride the Hungarian BIGs with regional “knowers” of those climbs.



In case you want to register for this Hungarian rendezvous, please send en email to: Gabor Györgyi (mailto:[email protected]) or Gábor Kreicsi (mailto:[email protected]) with the following information: • • • • • • •



Name E-mail and (before arriving) mobile number Date and place (Budapest or Salgóarján) of arrival. Date of departure back to home Which mode of travel between Budapest and Salgótarján. In case you need help in travelling you can ask for help in the same email. Which tours are preferred ? Do you ask as for organising accommodation or not ?



For more information check out the special website for this regional rendezvous: http://www.gyorgyigabor.hu/2006_BIG_Hungary.html c) And here is the list of members who have already subscribed for the regional Rendezvous that will take place in Spain on the 22th and 23rd of July. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.



Claudio Montefusco Jose Luis Arteaga Xavier Joya Xavier Cosials Daniel Gobert



(Saturday& Sunday) (Saturday &Sunday) (Saturday &Sunday) (Saturday) (Sunday)



More information on this regional rendezvous will follow in the next newsletter. d) Then I did not mention that on the 3rd of September the Redoutable is organised again through the beautiful hills of the Ardennes region in Belgium. I can definitely recommend that tour. It’s not an official regional rendezvous this year but still a perfect change to meet some other BIG members. The trip is organized by Jacques Franck and he did a great job last year. Again I’ll include more information in the next newsletter. e) Also don’t forget the rendezvous near Grenoble in the Charmant Som, specially for French, Swiss and Italian members, in autumn, organised by our dear Pierre Chatel. More information will follow.



6. www.cyclingcols.com As mentioned in the news part, Michiel Van Lonkhuyzen has added a new menu item "BIG" to his excellent webpage: http://www.cyclingcols.com/. Michiel has also asked some help to gather height data. So if you have an altimeter, GPS or a cycling computer that can record height then please forward the height data to Michiel. Add as much information/comments that you think are useful and don’t forget to indicate where the climb started and to which route the data belongs. The height data and related information can be send to Michiel van Lonkhuyzen by email: mailto:[email protected]. 7. Passacol. First of all our sincere apologies to the members who had ordered a paper copy of the Passacol. The characters were quite small and the price hence a bit too high but presently we can’t do anything else. It’s a pity because there is an enormous work behind those datas. Due to the small amount of people who request a papercopy, the number of datas written and the postal additional, a Passacol is more expensive than a review, which has a lot more pages. Please let us know if we should continue this service or if you could do with a soft copy. I.e. the Excel file with the Passacol information in it, that you can ask to the president directly if you’re a member of the challenge. You can inform Pierre Chatel, who has done the job that we required, about the paper version by sending an email to: mailto:[email protected]. 8. BIG Jerseys. In case you want to order a beautiful BIG jersey, then you can mail Bernard Giraudeau at: mailto:[email protected]



9. Conclusion: As you have read, the BIG challenge offers you help to add BIGs to your personal list. You can join the Luxembourg or Hungarian rendezvous for instance (or another one later this year). Or maybe you have been inspired by BIGs that can be found in Bretagne, Corsica, Ticino, Lombardy or Croatia even. It’s up to you now. And remember, it’s not the BIG we conquer but ourselves! Best regards, Helmuth Dekkers, BIG’s secretary



10. Translation Links: This Newsletter from the BIG is only in English or French. You can translate it to your own language through automatic translators like: http://www.google.com/language_tools?hl=en. Cette Newsletter du BIG est en Anglais ou Français seulement. Vous pouvez traduire ce Bulletin dans votre langue d'origine via des traducteurs automatiques comme: http://www.google.com/language_tools?hl=fr. Deze Newsletter van de BIG is enkel in het Engels en Frans. Je kunt deze Nieuwsbrief vertalen met een vertaal functie op Internet zoals: http://www.google.com/language_tools?hl=en. Diese Newsletter ist nur in Engels oder Frans. Das ist möglich zu übersetzen diese Newsletter in Deutsch durch Automatieke Übersetzung wie: http://www.google.com/language_tools?hl=de. Questo Newsletter è solamente in Inglese o in Francese. E posibile a tradurre questo Newsletter in italiano con uno raduttore automatico come: http://www.google.com/language_tools?hl=it. Este Newsletter està únicamente en inglès o en francès. Está posibles traducir este Newsletteral español con un traducción automatico como: http://www.google.com/language_tools?hl=es.
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bulletin 

au Canada depuis 1957. L'Association canadienne d'Ã©ducation (ACE) est un rÃ©seau pancanadien d'influenceurs des secteurs de l'Ã©ducation, de la recherche ...
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bulletin 

Février 2008. February 2008. De votre présidente. Bonjour,. Je profite de ce premier bulletin de l'année pour vous souhaiter une très bonne année 2008 remplie ...
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Bulletin 

Jan 21, 2006 - This is the time of the year to trust your minds to patience of paper! Therefore we would like to ask all of you if you have an article (or articles), ...
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bulletin d'inscription bulletin d'inscription ... - Offre de formation 

14 janv. 2016 - Chaque formation sera assurÃ©e sous rÃ©serve d'un nombre suffisant d'inscrits. L'inscription sera validÃ©e au retour de la convention signÃ©e par l'employeur ou le stagiaire. Bulletin Ã  renvoyer par voie postale 1 mois au plus tard a
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Bulletin astrologique 

Ici Kaypacha pour le bulletin astrologique hebdomadaire du 15 juillet 2014. Nous allons vers une conjonction Soleil/Jupiter. Ça ne se produira pas complètement avant mardi prochain mais les planètes avancent ensemble en ce moment. La Lune est en Pois
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SERVICE BULLETIN 

Dec 1, 1990 - SERVICE BULLETIN: If the RSL lanyard does not fit properly, check the length against the chart for proper mating/compatibility. COMPLIANCE ...
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Service Bulletin 

Model Code : NCP1#, NCP2#, NCP3#, NCP4#, NCP61, NLP10, NLP2#, ... Aug.,1999. NCP2#,NLP2#,. Aug.,1999 ... Aug.,2002. NCP4 ... Sep.,2002 ... Aug.,2003.
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bulletin 116 

L'ensemble de l'équipe de l'Office de Tourisme et des Congrès de. Mulhouse et sa ... www.tourisme-mulhouse.com ... Gymnastique certificat médical exigé.
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Bulletin d'inscription 

Docteur en Chirurgie Dentaire. DiplÃ´mÃ© de la facultÃ© de Paris Descartes , Paris. Contention et Collage : les ClÃ©s du SuccÃ¨s. Jeudi 21 Avril 2016. 9h00- 17h00 ...
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Bulletin d'inscription 

E-mail : [email protected] - www.endo-atlantique.com. Endo-Atlantique | Association Loi 1901 | NumÃ©ro de dÃ©claration d'activitÃ© : W442004743.
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Bulletin d'inscription 

... retourner Ã  LABOPHARE FORMATION. 17, avenue Gustave Eiffel â€¢ BP 30216. 33708 MERIGNAC cedex. Bulletin d'inscription. bulletin_CDASS_2015.indd 1.
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BULLETIN D'INSCRIPTION 

4 juin 2015 - A retourner Ã  : UniversitÃ© Terre & Mer â€“ 35 rue de Ker Levez 56400 Auray ou par mail : [email protected] Cc : amonmousseau@gmail.
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Bulletin d'inscription 

6 mars 2012 - Joindre un chÃ¨que d'un montant de 10 â‚¬ libellÃ© Ã  l'ordre d'Aquitaine Cap MÃ©tiers. DÃ¨s rÃ©ception de votre rÃ¨glement, un justificatif vous sera ...
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BULLETIN D'INSCRIPTION 

(et nous envoyer l'ordre virement par email Ã  : [email protected] ou par fax au : 021 27 34 84). 2). PAIEMENT DE LA FORMATION : 40 000.00 DA. Cycle du 26/01/2018 : 40 000.00 DA. â€¢ En espÃ¨ce : versement de 40 000.00 DA le premier jour du cyc
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bulletin - Prevention.ch 

4 avr. 2012 - scratch. in short, Parties have put themselves on a tight schedule. to meet it â€“ and to control illicit trade as rapidly as possible â€“ preparations for ...
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bulletin d'inscription 

1 oct. 2017 - Signature : LES BENEFICES SERONT ENTIEREMENT REVERSES AU COMITE DE LA LIGUE CONTRE LE CANCER. ConformÃ©ment Ã  la loi ...
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BULLETIN D'INSCRIPTION 

MODE DE RÈGLEMENT : CB / CHEQUE / ESPÈCE : L'inscription comprend : les repas du samedi 18 janvier et dimanche 19 janvier midi, l'accès à la soirée et ...
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service bulletin 

Dec 1, 2003 - All Propellers, Governors, and Accumulators .... service (engine installation) or at any time governor or accumulator is removed from service.
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service bulletin 

Jun 22, 1992 - Also, it is imperative that the scale used is a calibrated scale. Failure to do so will result in false measurements and non-compliance with this ...
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Service Bulletin 

made only) *2. 85143-02020. 85143-02020. Grommet rear wiper motor. 1. I. Prev. Part. New Part. (I). PP. NP. NI. PP. NP. (NI). PP. NP. S Interchangeable as a set.
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SERVICE BULLETIN 

Aug 24, 2010 - Engineering Aspects are. FAA (DER) .... been in the combustion chamber provides a base to support the intake valve in the event the valve.
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SERVICE BULLETIN 

Aug 24, 2010 - Lycoming Engines has identified a specific lot of intake valves P/N .... been in the combustion chamber provides a base to support the intake ...
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Service Bulletin 

It is also stamped on the manufacturer's plate as shown in the ... Mainly false air intake triggered this code, which was due to improperly fitted throttle body O-ring ...
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SERVICE BULLETIN 

Nov 19, 1990 - BACKGROUND: The original Safety Stow configuration used on the Talon and Telesis prior to. November 1990, was adapted from the Para ...
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